GEOLOGICAL ABSTRACT OF MINING PROPERTIES

NAME: Blue Sphinx
OWNER:
STATE: 
COUNTY: 
TOWNSHIP: 11N
RANGE: 32E
NEAREST TOWN: Hawthorne
ROAD: Highway 395
NUMBER OF CLAIMS: 
PATENTED: 
INTERMEDIARY: 
DATE OF VISIT: 
TOPO MAP: 
POWER LINE: 
WATER: 
IMPATENTED: 

GEOLOGIC and/or MINING PUBLICATIONS:

Mine Showings

Date: Operator: Scale: Production: Grade Nature Grade

GEOLOGICAL SETTING
- Regional Description, host rocks: Late Tertiary Volcanics
- Intrusive rocks related to the ore: None
- Alterations:

Mineralizations
- Type: Vein
- Hypogene: Silver in gold.

Evaluation

Favorable Elements: 
Unfavorable Elements:

LEGAL STATUS

Land Status:
Extensions and neighbors:

Type of Agreement requested
Option
End Price

EVALUATION OF SUBJECT

Size of Subject

Tonnage Grade

Probability of discovery

Remarks:

/22. further work